Petrosyan vs. Mabel IV, Amrani, Le Banner and More Rumored for It's Showtime Lyon
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It's Showtime has been on fire of late, and with their big Amsterdam ArenA show not happening,
all signs point to their May 14th show in Lyon, France to be taking the place of the ArenA for a
giant show. We've been talking with Simon Rutz lately, and while there has been a lot of focus
on the return of Badr Hari for May 14th and his possible opponent, there have been other fight
s rumored
, as well as individual fighters.

Simon Rutz and It's Showtime are working with famous fighter Kader Marouf to put together this
card, and so far it is somewhat official that we can expect Daniel Ghita as well as Badr Hari
competing on the show against unknown opponents as of this moment.

One of the big rumored bouts for the evening is Giorgio Petrosyan taking on Abdallah Mabel for
the fourth time. Mabel holds a losing record of 0-3 against Petrosyan, but the Lyon native
makes for a perfect showcase for one of It's Showtime's international jewels in Petrosyan.
Winner of the Isuzu Thai Fight -67kgs tournament, Fabio Pinca is set to take on It's Showtime's
recent showcase fighter Mosab Amrani. Mosab just had a blistering battle at It's Showtime: The
Sands and has the kickboxing world keeping a close eye on him. Yohan Lidon with take on
Mirat Grigorian as well, with both men looking to make a big impression on the big stage.

There is also a rumor kicking around that French superstar and one of K-1's all time greats,
Jerome Le Banner will be fighting on this card. More as it unfolds.
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